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Collaboration

Professional Development
❖ What works? Why?
❖ What doesn’t work? Why

Collaborate With Your Table

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
“Professional Development shouldn’t create master teachers; it should create master learners.”

~ Jarod Bormann

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Research ➔ Coaching Guide ➔ Integration ➔ Coaching Guide ➔ Reflect ➔ Coaching Guide ➔ Share ➔ Tech Tool Sessions

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Hawk Life Cycle

Research Hatchling

Integration Fledgling

Coaching Guide

Reflect Adult Hawk

Coaching Guide

Tech Tool Sessions Nest/Egg

Share Soaring

Share Your Learning: #tltechtlive
Professionally Driven PD

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive

Bloom’s Taxonomy
(revised by Lorin Anderson)

Creating
Evaluating
Analyzing
Applying
Understanding
Remembering
Professionally Driven PD

Creating \( \times \) Evaluating \( \times \) Analyzing \( \times \) Frequency \( \times \) Time

- Decreased classroom management issues.
- Increased attendance.
- Increased homework completion rate.
- Increase in student achievement.

ENGAGEMENT

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

Where are my students operating in the lower levels on a regular basis?

How do I move them to the upper levels?

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
1. Should **NOT** be “tool” driven.
2. Question should be framed to have a positive effect on student outcomes (low>high).

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
Professionally Driven PD

#personalizedPD
#ProDrivenPD

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
The Neuqua Way

“Directions are instructions given to explain how.”

“Direction is a vision offered to explain why.”

Simon Sinek

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
The Neuqua Way

**Model the Way**
Learner-Centered

**Pedagogy First**
The Horse Before the Cart - The 4 Cs

**Why Tech?**
Don’t Enable - Empower and Enhance

**Differentiation**
Just in Time Learning

Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
1. Explore: goo.gl/vnK5u8
   Share Your Learning: #tltechlive
2. Connect to your learning.
3. Collaborate with your table.

Today’s Engagement
Thank you!
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Share Your Learning: #tltechlive